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Promoted to the elite Praetorian Guard in the thick of battle, a young legionary is thrust into a seedy world of imperial
politics and corruption. Tasked with uncovering a plot against the newly-crowned emperor Commodus, his mission takes
him from the cold Danubian border all the way to the heart of Rome, the villa of the emperor's scheming sister, and the
great Colosseum. What seems a straightforward, if terrifying, assignment soon descends into Machiavellian treachery
and peril as everything in which young Rufinus trusts and believes is called into question and he faces warring
commanders, Sarmatian cannibals, vicious dogs, mercenary killers and even a clandestine Imperial agent. In a race
against time to save the Emperor, Rufinus will be introduced, willing or not, to the great game. "Entertaining, exciting and
beautifully researched" - Douglas Jackson "From the Legion to the Guard, from battles to the deep intrigue of court,
Praetorian: The Great Game is packed with great characters, wonderfully researched locations and a powerful plot." Robin Carter
A captivating popular history that shines a light on the notorious Julio-Claudian women who forged an empire? Augustus,
Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero--these are the names history associates with the early Roman Empire. Yet, not a
single one of these emperors was the blood son of his predecessor. In this captivating history, a prominent scholar of the
era documents the Julio-Claudian women whose bloodline, ambition, and ruthlessness made it possible for the emperors'
line to continue. Eminent scholar Guy de la Bédoyère, author of Praetorian, asserts that the women behind the
scenes--including Livia, Octavia, and the elder and younger Agrippina--were the true backbone of the dynasty. De la
Bédoyère draws on the accounts of ancient Roman historians to revisit a familiar time from a completely fresh vantage
point. Anyone who enjoys I, Claudius will be fascinated by this study of dynastic power and gender interplay in ancient
Rome.
"A must for anyone interested in the Roman Empire and its impact on world history." —Tony Robinson star of Blackadder
and Time Team. This entertaining and informative guide introduces readers to the amazing world of ancient Rome and its
emperors, epic wars, awesome architecture, heroes, and villains. With a complete rundown of Roman history alongside
fascinating insights into the lives of everyday Romans, readers will discover the amazing people and events involved in
the rise and fall of one of the greatest of all ancient civilisations and how its influence can still be felt around the world
today. Guy de la Bédoyère is a historian, archaeologist, and Roman expert, he is well known for his numerous books and
appearances on TV, especially Channel 4’s Time Team.
The story of Constantine and Maxentius, two ambitious young men, two brilliant generals, two friends destined to fight to
the death as they strive to become Emperor of Rome. The second instalment of the trilogy.
Quintus, a trainer of gladiators, and Kaeso, a slave, forge a bond that far exceeds the collar at Kaeso's neck. Thrown into
a world of politics and conspiracy, they move against time to save Rome before traitors and the gods themselves see to
their end. And in doing so, see the dawn of the nova praetorian-the new guard-rise.
Meet Blackwater USA, the private army that the US government has quietly hired to operate in international war zones
and on American soil. Its contacts run from military and intelligence agencies to the upper echelons of the White House; it
has a military base, a fleet of aircraft and 20,000 troops, but since September 2007 the firm has been hit by a series of
scandals that, far from damaging the company, have led to an unprecedented period of expansion. This revised and
updated edition includes Scahill's continued investigative work into one of the outrages of our time: the privatisation of
war.
The villain Cleander has fallen, his wickedness gone from the imperial court, but his influence lives on. Amongst the
Praetorians, a network of spies, killers and thieves remain, clawing on to the power they have enjoyed. Rufinus, returned
to the Guard at the hands of the devious Frumentarii, Rome's imperial secret service, is intent on bringing the entire web
of villainy to justice.But Commodus's reign falters, and Rome is in peril. Wolves are at the door and every man with power
prepares to make a bid for the purple. In a world of chaos, Rufinus is about to learn that Rome does not harbour
corruption. Rome IS corruption...
A perfect explanation of what went on with how the Roman empire began, how it was run, what some of the emperors
did, etc. You’ll find out why and how it ended, how the wars influenced their expansion and shrinkage, and many other
facts.
This engaging book is an excellent resource for classes on Roman art, architecture, history, civilization, and sport and
spectacle.
This eBook edition of "The History of Rome" has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Content: The Principate The Joint Government of the Princeps and Senate The Family of
Augustus and His Plans to Found a Dynasty Rome and Parthia The Winning and Losing of Germany Rome Under
Augustus Literature of the Augustan Age The Principate of Tiberius The Principate of Gaius Caligula The Principate of
Claudius The Conquest of Britain The Principate of Nero The Wars for Armenia The Principate of Galba, and the Year of
the Four Emperors Rebellions in Germany and Judea The Flavian Emperors Britain and Germany Under the Flavians
Nerva and Trajan — the Conquest of Dacia Literature From the Death of Tiberius to Trajan The Principate of Hadrian The
Principate of Antoninus Pius The Principate of Marcus Aurelius Literature Under Hadrian and the Antonines The Roman
World Under the Empire — Politics, Philosophy, Religion and Art Roman Life and Manners Decline and the Last Years of
the Roman Empire The Constitution of the Monarchy The Administrative Machinery Constantinople The Neighbours of
the Empire at the End of the Fourth Century The Supremacy of Stilicho The German Invasions Under Honorius
Theodosius II and Marcian The Dismemberment of the Empire in the West The Empire of Attila Leo I and Ricimer's Rule
in Italy Church and State The Reign of Zeno, and the German Viceroyalty in Italy The Reign of Anastasius I and the
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Viceroyalty of Theoderic The Empire and Persia Justin I and Justinian I The Persian Wars The Reconquest of Africa The
Reconquest of Italy Diplomacy and Commerce Administrative Reforms and Finance Ecclesiastical Policy The Legislative
Work of Justinian Procopius
The Roman army was the greatest fighting machine the ancient world produced. The Roman Empire depended on
soldiers not just to win its wars, defend its frontiers and control the seas but also to act as the engine of the state. Roman
legionaries and auxiliaries came from across the Roman world and beyond. They served as tax collectors, policemen,
surveyors, civil engineers and, if they survived, in retirement as civic worthies, craftsmen and politicians. Some even rose
to become emperors. Gladius takes the reader right into the heart of what it meant to be a part of the Roman army
through the words of Roman historians, and those of the men themselves through their religious dedications,
tombstones, and even private letters and graffiti. Guy de la Bédoyère throws open a window on how the men, their wives
and their children lived, from bleak frontier garrisons to guarding the emperor in Rome, enjoying a ringside seat to history
fighting the emperors' wars, mutinying over pay, marching in triumphs, throwing their weight around in city streets, and
enjoying esteem in honorable retirement.
Jerry Thigpen's study on the history of the Combat Talon is the first effort to tell the story of this wonderfully capable
machine. This weapons system has performed virtually every imaginable tactical event in the spectrum of conflict and by
any measure is the most versatile C-130 derivative ever produced. First modified and sent to Southeast Asia (SEA) in
1966 to replace theater unconventional warfare (UW) assets that were limited in both lift capability and speed the Talon I
quickly adapted to theater UW tasking including infiltration and resupply and psychological warfare operations into North
Vietnam. After spending four years in SEA and maturing into a highly respected UW weapons system the Joint Chief of
Staff (JCS) chose the Combat Talon to lead the night low-level raid on the North Vietnamese prison camp at Son Tay.
Despite the outcome of the operation the Talon I cemented its reputation as the weapons system of choice for long-range
clandestine operations. In the period following the Vietnam War United States Air Force (USAF) special operations
gradually lost its political and financial support which was graphically demonstrated in the failed Desert One mission into
Iran. Thanks to congressional supporters like Earl Hutto of Florida and Dan Daniel of Virginia funds for aircraft upgrades
and military construction projects materialized to meet the ever-increasing threat to our nation. Under the leadership of
such committed hard-driven officers as Brenci Uttaro Ferkes Meller and Thigpen the crew force became the most
disciplined in our Air Force. It was capable of penetrating hostile airspace at night in a low-level mountainous
environment covertly to execute any number of unconventional warfare missions.
Two years have passed since the emperor's loyal Praetorian guardsman Gnaeus Marcius Rustius Rufinus foiled Lucilla's
great assassination plot. Plagued by the ghosts of his past, Rufinus has enacted his own form of justice upon the
praetorian cavalrymen who murdered the imperial agent Dis two years earlier. But the Fates will not let Rufinus rest.
Rome is beginning to seethe with rumour and conspiracy as Perennis, the prefect of the Praetorian Guard, and Cleander,
the imperial chamberlain, continue to play their 'great game.' With the tide of opinion turning against their commander,
Rufinus and his friends embark upon a mission to save the Prefect's family, only to uncover a plot that runs deep... to the
very heart of the empire. Armed with rare and dangerous evidence, Rufinus faces insurmountable odds in an attempt to
bring the truth to light. To save his prefect. To save Rome. To save everyone he cares about.
Author and historian Tom Holland returns to his roots in Roman history and the audience he cultivated with Rubicon—his
masterful, witty, brilliantly researched popular history of the fall of the Roman republic—with Dynasty, a luridly fascinating
history of the reign of the first five Roman emperors. Dynasty continues Rubicon's story, opening where that book ended:
with the murder of Julius Caesar. This is the period of the first and perhaps greatest Roman Emperors and it's a colorful
story of rule and ruination, running from the rise of Augustus through to the death of Nero. Holland's expansive history
also has distinct shades of I Claudius, with five wonderfully vivid (and in three cases, thoroughly depraved)
Emperors—Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero—featured, along with numerous fascinating secondary
characters. Intrigue, murder, naked ambition and treachery, greed, gluttony, lust, incest, pageantry, decadence—the tale
of these five Caesars continues to cast a mesmerizing spell across the millennia.
From New York Times bestselling novelist Lindsey Davis comes an epic novel of first-century Rome and the Emperor
Domitian, known to all of the Roman world as Master and God Set in the reign of the Emperor Domitian in first-century
Rome, Master and God is Lindsey Davis's meticulously researched epic novel of the life and times surrounding the last of
the Flavian dynasty of emperors. Gaius Vinius is a reluctant Praetorian Guard—the Emperor's personal guard—and a man
with a disastrous marriage history. Flavia Lucilla is also in the imperial court and she is responsible not only for having
created the ridiculous hairstyle worn by the imperial ladies but for also making toupees for the balding and increasingly
paranoid emperor. The two of them are brought together in an unlikely manner—a devastating fire in Rome—which then
leads to a lifelong friendship.Together they watch Domitian's once talented rule unravel into madness and cruelty, until
the people closest to him conspire to delete him from history. As an imperial bodyguard, Vinius then faces a tough
decision. Master and God is a compelling novel of the Roman Empire—from the height of power to the depths of
madness—told from the perspective of two courtiers and unlikely friends who together are the witnesses to history.
At the peak of Rome's might, a dragon is born among eagles, an heir to a line both blessed and cursed by the Gods for
ages. Lucius Metellus Anguis is dead. That is what his enemies believe. However, within the safety of the Isle of the
Blessed, Lucius and his family have been healing since the Praetorians attacked their home and destroyed their lives.
With wounds that run deep, Lucius’ wife and children slowly come to terms with their new reality, but as Lucius emerges
from the shadows, he finds himself a changed man, a man bent on revenge. Trapped between worlds and tormented by
pain, Lucius becomes obsessed with the thought of making his enemies pay for what they have done. Out in the world
once more, Lucius discovers that the destruction wrought by Rome is far worse than he imagined, and so he sets out on
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a bloody quest that takes him to the farthest reaches of the Empire. It is said that the world is a dangerous place for good
men, but what happens when a good man is set on vengeance? Despite the pleas of his family and friends, and the
warnings of the Gods themselves, Lucius seeks to pursue and punish his enemies at all costs. Will the Dragon survive
his own anger and hate and let go of the reins of war, or will he perish in the crucible of life that burns both men and
gods? Only Lucius can decide... The Blood Road is a story of love, hate and the choices faced by a hero caught between
worlds. It is the sixth book in Adam Alexander Haviaras’ #1 bestselling Eagles and Dragons historical fantasy series. If
you like books by Bernard Cornwell, David Gemmell, Marion Zimmer Bradley or Wilbur Smith, then you will love this
ground-breaking series that combines accurate historical detail with ancient religion and elements of fantasy. Read The
Blood Road today and set off on a journey you will never forget!
The Roman army was the greatest fighting machine in the ancient world. More than that, it was the single largest organization in
Western antiquity, taking in members from all classes, from senators to freed slaves. The Roman Empire depended on its army
not just to win its wars, defend its frontiers, and control the seas, but to act as the very engine of the state. In Gladius, Guy de la
Bédoyère takes us straight to the heart of what it meant to be a part of the Roman army. Rather than a history of the army itself, or
a guide to military organization and fighting methods, this book is a ground-level recreation of what it was like to be a soldier in the
army that made the empire. Surveying numerous aspects of life in the Roman army between 264 BCE and 337 CE, Gladius—the
Latin word for sword—draws not only on the words of famed Roman historians, but also those of the soldiers themselves, as
recorded in their religious dedications, tombstones, and even private letters and graffiti. Gladius reveals the everyday life of these
soldiers and their families, whether stationed in a bleak frontier garrison in Britain or North Africa, tasked with guarding the
emperor in Rome, fighting on foreign battlefields, mutinying over pay, marching in triumph, throwing their weight around on city
streets, or enjoying esteem in honorable retirement. By illuminating the history of one organization that reflected all corners of the
Roman world, Gladius gives us a portrait of an ancient society that is unprecedented in both its broad sweep and gritty intimacy.
Conceived as a personal army for the emperor, the elite Praetorian Guard soon took over a wide range of powers in Rome, and
thus from the very beginning made a much greater impact on the city's life than just as an imperial bodyguard. The Praetorians
were in fact inseparable from the whole machinery of state, in some cases even making or breaking individual emperors. Sandra
Bingham here offers a timely history of the Guard from its foundation by Augustus in 27 BCE to its disbandment by Constantine in
CE 312. Topics covered include arms and insignia; the size, recruitment and command structure of the Guard; duration of service;
the duties of individual soldiers and officers; and their families, daily lives and religion.
PraetorianThe Rise and Fall of Rome's Imperial BodyguardYale University Press
Gaius Caligula reigned for four short years from 37 to 41 CE before his infamous tenure came to a violent end. While much has
been written about Caligulas notorious excesses and court life, relatively little of his military and foreign policy has been seriously
studied.This is a military history of Rome during Caligulas reign. Caligula had been raised in a military camp (his nickname,
Caligula, means Little Boot. His years as emperor came in the wake of the great consolidation of Tiberius gains in Germany and
Pannonia, and in large part made possible the invasions of Gaul and Britain that were undertaken by his uncle and successor,
Claudius. His expeditions in Gaul were part of a program of imitation of his storied predecessor, and crowning completion of what
had been left undone in the relatively conservative military policy years of Augustus and Tiberius.Caligula: An Unexpected General
offers a new appraisal of Caligula as a surprisingly competent military strategist, arguing that his achievements helped to secure
Roman military power in Europe for a generation.
For more than two centuries Egypt was ruled by the most powerful, successful, and richest dynasty of kings in its long end epic
history. They included the female king Hatshepsut, the warrior kings Thutmose III and Amenhotep II, the religious radical
Akhenaten and his queen Nefertiti, and most famously of all for the wealth of his tomb the short-lived boy king Tutankhamun. The
power and riches of the Pharaohs of the 18th Dynasty came at enormous cost to Egypt's enemies and most of its people. This was
an age of ruthless absolutism, exploitation, extravagance, brutality, and oppression in a culture where not only did Egypt plunder
its neighbours but Egyptian kings and their people robbed one another. 3,500 years ago ancient Egypt began two centuries in
which it became richer and more powerful than any other nation at the time, ruled by the kings of the 18th Dynasty. They presided
over a system built on war, oppression, and ruthlessness, pouring Egypt's wealth into grandiose monuments, temples, and
extravagant tombs. Tutankhamun was one of the last of the line and one of the most obscure. Among his predecessors were
some of the most notorious and enigmatic figures of all of Egypt's history. Pharaohs of the Sun is their story, showing how the
glamour and gold was tainted by selfishness, ostentation, and the systematic exploitation of Egypt's people and enemies.
“Shows Marius the man, warts and all . . . an excellent biography . . . a very good breakdown of Roman politics, and a civics
course in ancient Rome.”—A Wargamers Needful Things Gaius Marius was one of the most remarkable and significant figures of
the late Roman Republic. At a time when power tended to be restricted to a clique of influential families, he rose from relatively
humble origins to attain the top office of consul. He even went on to hold the post an unprecedented seven times. His political
career flourished but was primarily built on military success. First serving in the Numantine War in Spain, he later rose to high
command and brought a long-running war in North Africa to a successful conclusion, bringing the Numidian King Jurgurtha back in
chains. His return was timely as northern barbarian tribes threatened Italy and had previously defeated several Roman armies.
Marius reformed and retrained the Republic’s forces and decisively defeated the invaders that had easily overpowered his
predecessors. Marius’s subsequent career was primarily that of an elder statesman, but it was dominated by his rivalry with his
erstwhile subordinate, Sulla, which ultimately led to the latter’s bloody coup. Marius, once hailed as the savior of Rome, eventually
became a desperate fugitive, literally fleeing for his life from his pursuers. However, after several harrowing brushes with death,
Marius seized an opportunity to return to Rome and mete out justice to his enemies, which tarnished his once-enviable reputation.
“The best extant account of Gaius Marius’ leading role in the history of late Roman Republic. It is required reading for those
interested in the period and highly recommended for the general reader.”—HistoryNet
The Praetorian Guard of Imperial Rome was the power behind the throne, with the ability to make or break an emperor. As the
main body of troops in Rome, they were the emperor's instrument to discourage plotting and rebellion and to crush unrest. The
emperor's most immediate line of defence, they could also be his most deadly enemies. This book details the organization, dress
and history of the Praetorian Guard from the time of the late Republic to the Guard's effective destruction at the battle of Milvian
Bridge in AD 312. Numerous illustrations vividly depict the uniforms and weaponry of this elite fighting unit.
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Emperor Hadrian Appius is dead, and the man responsible is his own brother. Unable to prevent the assassination in IRON
TRIBUNE, Senatora Octavia Pelia and her allies flee Rome, leaving the smoldering capital behind them, determined to fight on
against their rebellious countrymen. In the east, rightful heir-to-the-throne Constantine Appius faces disaster at every turn, his
forces stretched thin against invading Mongols and rebel Romans alike. With the help of new friends and old, a desperate plan is
formed. But will it be enough to save the Empire and the throne in STEEL PRAETORIAN?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This is one of those books that will go down as the seminal work—the determinative work—in this field. .
. . Terrifying.”—Rachel Maddow The first definitive account of the rise and fall of the Secret Service, from the Kennedy assassination to the
alarming mismanagement of the Obama and Trump years, right up to the insurrection at the Capitol on January 6—by the Pulitzer Prize
winner and #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of A Very Stable Genius and I Alone Can Fix It Carol Leonnig has been reporting on the
Secret Service for The Washington Post for most of the last decade, bringing to light the secrets, scandals, and shortcomings that plague the
agency today—from a toxic work culture to dangerously outdated equipment to the deep resentment within the ranks at key agency leaders,
who put protecting the agency’s once-hallowed image before fixing its flaws. But the Secret Service wasn’t always so troubled. The Secret
Service was born in 1865, in the wake of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, but its story begins in earnest in 1963, with the death of John
F. Kennedy. Shocked into reform by its failure to protect the president on that fateful day in Dallas, this once-sleepy agency was radically
transformed into an elite, highly trained unit that would redeem itself several times, most famously in 1981 by thwarting an assassination
attempt against Ronald Reagan. But this reputation for courage and excellence would not last forever. By Barack Obama’s presidency, the
once-proud Secret Service was running on fumes and beset by mistakes and alarming lapses in judgment: break-ins at the White House, an
armed gunman firing into the windows of the residence while confused agents stood by, and a massive prostitution scandal among agents in
Cartagena, to name just a few. With Donald Trump’s arrival, a series of promised reforms were cast aside, as a president disdainful of public
service instead abused the Secret Service to rack up political and personal gains. To explore these problems in the ranks, Leonnig
interviewed dozens of current and former agents, government officials, and whistleblowers who put their jobs on the line to speak out about a
hobbled agency that’s in desperate need of reform. “I will be forever grateful to them for risking their careers,” she writes, “not because they
wanted to share tantalizing gossip about presidents and their families, but because they know that the Service is broken and needs fixing. By
telling their story, they hope to revive the Service they love.”
“The story of a Roman Emperor that might have been” (Fighting Times). Germanicus was regarded by many Romans as a hero in the mold
of Alexander the Great. His untimely death, in suspicious circumstances, ended the possibility of a return to a more open republic. This, the
first modern biography of Germanicus, is in parts a growing-up story, a history of war, a tale of political intrigue, and a murder mystery. In this
highly readable, fast paced account, historical detective Lindsay Powell details Germanicus’s campaigns and battles in Illyricum and
Germania; tracks him on his epic tour of the Eastern Mediterranean to Armenia and down the Nile; evaluates the possible causes of his
death; and reports on the cruel fate his wife, Agrippina, and their children suffered at the hands of Praetorian Guard commander, and
Tiberius’s infamous deputy, Aelius Sejanus.
The story of Constantine and Maxentius, two ambitious young men, two brilliant generals, two friends destined to fight to the death as they
strive to become Emperor of Rome. The final instalment of the trilogy.
Few of Napoleon’s Marshals have been involved in such controversy as the son of a cooper from Sarrelouis, Michel Ney. His reputation has
been argued over fiercely by military historians, Bonapartists, revisionists and romantics for almost two centuries since his untimely demise at
the hands of his own countrymen in the gardens of the Luxembourg. This volume paints a sympathetic picture of Marshal Ney, drawing on
the memoirs of his subordinates and Général Bonnal’s Vie Militaire du Maréchal Ney to combine into the best single volume biography yet
published in English. Atteridge writes concisely but vividly, and does not shy away with the controversies that have dogged Ney’s reputation,
whilst providing a clear framework of the events. The details are accompanied by numerous maps, including excellent details on the often
overlooked Battle of Hohenlinden in 1800 which secured the French Republic. From the early days of the French Republic, Ney fought
fiercely and with much skill, through to the dark days of the retreat from Russia in 1812 in which he saved the remnants of the vast army
Napoleon led to their destruction. His actions in the Hundred Days, for which he lost his life in a trial whose outcome was predetermined, are
analyzed clearly and he deserved a better lot than he received for his efforts. Ney was a pivotal figure in an era of giants and Atteridge’s
book does him the justice his brave and valorous character demands. Highly recommended. Atteridge’s book forms a companion to his other
single volume biography of Marshal Murat and his work on the varied personalities on Napoleon’s Brothers. Author- Andrew Hilliard Atteridge
(1844–1912) Linked TOC and 8 Illustrations and 8 maps.
A year after the world was destroyed, heroes must rise to restore it. Nixie and the Praetorian Force have been in the grinder. From rebuilding
the world, protecting the innocent and facing new dangers, the rise of a hero wasn't anything she expected. In fact, it's a lot of work. Between
maintaining order around the world alongside the other Praetorians and keeping her heroic image to the public, the UN now moves on
controlling all heroic activities, forcing the Praetorians into an uneasy alliance for the sake of peace. On top of that, sources claim old veteran
Celestial, a legend in the Praetorian Force - might be out to continue Shadow's legacy by purging the world while arming the raider warlord,
Toxic, a deranged terrorist who continuously unleashes hell upon the post apocalyptic lands with his raider armies. But that's just the start because when Nixie and the Praetorians track down an unknown source of energy, an unstoppable force from another dimension emerges.
Its purpose? Unknown. Its mission? Exterminate.
The story of Constantine and Maxentius, two ambitious young men, two brilliant generals, two friends destined to fight to the death as they
strive to become Emperor of Rome. The first instalment of the trilogy.
"Riveting stuff. Through the prism of his experience of the military elite, Fiennes presents a dazzling history of the world's best fighting units to
amaze and enthral the reader." Damien Lewis, Bestselling author of Zero Six Bravo Inspired by the heroic war time escapades of his father,
as well as drawing on his own experiences in the special forces, acclaimed adventurer Sir Ranulph Fiennes thrillingly explores the history of
elite military units, from ancient Sparta to the War on Terror. The best of the best, these elite units have frequently been immortalised on the
big screen, and in computer games, for their daring deeds. Whether it be fighting on the battlefield, storming forts and castles, rescuing
hostages, high stakes reconnaissance missions or the dramatic assassination of enemy leaders, these are the men who are relied upon to
undertake dangerous missions of the highest stakes. While celebrating the heroics of groups such as the SAS and Navy Seals, Sir Ranulph
also reveals the true stories of infamous organisations such as The Assassins and Templar Knights. Uncovering their origins, and examining
their weapons and tactics, Sir Ranulph showcases these units most famous missions, and reveals the men behind them. Showing incredible
courage, often in the face of impossible odds, these units have also changed the course of history along the way. Sir Ranulph discusses the
reasons behind their success and failures, with many notorious conflicts often being decided by these elite units facing off against each other,
with the victor not only evolving warfare, but also consigning their opponent to history. While these units traditionally prefer to operate in the
shadows, Sir Ranulph brings their remarkable histories to the fore, told with his trademark ability to weave a story which has seen him
become one of Britain’s most beloved bestselling authors.
“The dramatic story of the soldiers at the heart of the Roman empire . . . traces the history of the praetorians and the emperors they
served.”—Adrian Goldsworthy, author of Philip and Alexander: Kings and Conquerors Founded by Augustus around 27 B.C., the elite
Praetorian Guard was tasked with the protection of the emperor and his family. As the centuries unfolded, however, Praetorian soldiers
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served not only as protectors and enforcers but also as powerful political players. Fiercely loyal to some emperors, they vied with others and
ruthlessly toppled those who displeased them, including Caligula, Nero, Pertinax, and many more. Guy de la Bédoyère provides a compelling
first full narrative history of the Praetorians, whose dangerous ambitions ceased only when Constantine permanently disbanded them. de la
Bédoyère introduces Praetorians of all echelons, from prefects and messengers to artillery experts and executioners. He explores the
delicate position of emperors for whom prestige and guile were the only defenses against bodyguards hungry for power. Folding fascinating
details into a broad assessment of the Praetorian era, the author sheds new light on the wielding of power in the greatest of the ancient
world’s empires. “Any future researcher into the subject will certainly begin here.”—The Times (London) “A lively and up-to-date history of
the Praetorian Guard, the anti-coup divisions of the Roman emperors from Augustus to Constantine. De la Bédoyère tells their story with
clarity and panache, and his book can be most warmly recommended both to aspiring tyrants and the ordinary armchair historian.”—The
Sunday Times “Fast paced and engaging.”—The Sunday Telegraph “A definitive and highly readable account.”—Tom Holland, author of
Rubicon: The Last Years of the Roman Republic
This is the story of the greatest empire the world has ever known. Simon Baker charts the rise and fall of the world's first superpower,
focusing on six momentous turning points that shaped Roman history. Welcome to Rome as you've never seen it before - awesome and
splendid, gritty and squalid. From the conquest of the Mediterranean beginning in the third century BC to the destruction of the Roman
Empire at the hands of barbarian invaders some seven centuries later, we discover the most critical episodes in Roman history: the
spectacular collapse of the 'free' republic, the birth of the age of the 'Caesars', the violent suppression of the strongest rebellion against
Roman power, and the bloody civil war that launched Christianity as a world religion. At the heart of this account are the dynamic, complex
but flawed characters of some of the most powerful rulers in history: men such as Pompey the Great, Julius Caesar, Augustus, Nero and
Constantine. Putting flesh on the bones of these distant, legendary figures, Simon Baker looks beyond the dusty, toga-clad caricatures and
explores their real motivations and ambitions, intrigues and rivalries. The superb narrative, full of energy and imagination, is a brilliant
distillation of the latest scholarship and a wonderfully evocative account of Ancient Rome.
"New History" by Zosimus. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Sejanus is notoriously known as the Tiberius’ ambitious and ruthless Praetorian Prefect, widely believed to have craved the throne for
himself and is considered the virtual ruler of Rome from AD 26-31. The figure of Sejanus has fascinated from ancient to more modern times.
Sejanus, the emperor Tiberius' infamous Praetorian Prefect, is synonymous with overreaching ambition, murder, conspiracy and betrayal.
According to the traditional storyline, this man craved the imperial throne for himself and sought it by isolating the naive emperor in his island
pleasure palace on Capri whilst using his control over the Praetorian Guard, coupled with his immense power and influence in Rome, to
purge the capital of potential opponents. His victims supposedly included the emperor's son, Drusus, poisoned by his own wife who had been
seduced by Sejanus. The emperor, forewarned of Sejanus' ambition, struck first. The Prefect was arrested in the Senate, strangled and his
corpse cast down the Gemonian Stairs. Study of Sejanus has generally been overshadowed by focus on Tiberius. John McHugh makes a
fresh appraisal of the sources to offer the first full-length study in English to focus on this highly influential figure and his development of the
Praetorian Prefecture.
In late-eighteenth-century India, the glory of the Mughal emperors was fading, and ambitious newcomers seized power, changing the political
map forever. Enter the legendary Maharajah Ranjit Singh, whose Sikh Empire stretched throughout northwestern India into Afghanistan and
Tibet. Priya Atwal shines fresh light on this long-lost kingdom, looking beyond its founding father to restore the queens and princes to the
story of this empire's spectacular rise and fall. She brings to life a self-made ruling family, inventively fusing Sikh, Mughal and European ideas
of power, but eventually succumbing to gendered family politics, as the Sikh Empire fell to its great rival in the new India: the British. Royals
and Rebels is a fascinating tale of family, royalty and the fluidity of power, set in a dramatic global era when new stars rose and upstart
empires clashed.
Bestselling classical historian Barry Strauss delivers “an exceptionally accessible history of the Roman Empire…much of Ten Caesars reads
like a script for Game of Thrones” (The Wall Street Journal)—a summation of three and a half centuries of the Roman Empire as seen through
the lives of ten of the most important emperors, from Augustus to Constantine. In this essential and “enlightening” (The New York Times
Book Review) work, Barry Strauss tells the story of the Roman Empire from rise to reinvention, from Augustus, who founded the empire, to
Constantine, who made it Christian and moved the capital east to Constantinople. During these centuries Rome gained in splendor and
territory, then lost both. By the fourth century, the time of Constantine, the Roman Empire had changed so dramatically in geography,
ethnicity, religion, and culture that it would have been virtually unrecognizable to Augustus. Rome’s legacy remains today in so many ways,
from language, law, and architecture to the seat of the Roman Catholic Church. Strauss examines this enduring heritage through the lives of
the men who shaped it: Augustus, Tiberius, Nero, Vespasian, Trajan, Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, Septimius Severus, Diocletian, and
Constantine. Over the ages, they learned to maintain the family business—the government of an empire—by adapting when necessary and
always persevering no matter the cost. Ten Caesars is a “captivating narrative that breathes new life into a host of transformative figures”
(Publishers Weekly). This “superb summation of four centuries of Roman history, a masterpiece of compression, confirms Barry Strauss as
the foremost academic classicist writing for the general reader today” (The Wall Street Journal).
For more than two centuries over 3,300 years ago Egypt was ruled by the most powerful, successful, and richest dynasty of kings in its long
end epic history. They included the female king Hatshepsut, the warrior kings Thutmose III and Amenhotep II, the religious radical Akhenaten
and his queen Nefertiti, and most famously of all for the wealth of his tomb the short-lived boy king Tutankhamun. The Climax of Egypt came
at enormous cost to Egypt's enemies and most of its people. This was an age of ruthless absolutism, exploitation, extravagance, brutality,
and oppression in a culture where not only did Egypt rob its neighbours but Egyptian kings and their people robbed one another. 3,500 years
ago ancient Egypt began two centuries in which it became richer and more powerful than any other nation at the time, ruled by the kings of
the 18th Dynasty. They presided over a system built on war, oppression, and ruthlessness, pouring Egypt's wealth into grandiose
monuments, temples, and extravagant tombs. Tutankhamun was one of the last of the line and one of the most obscure. Among his
predecessors were some of the most notorious and enigmatic figures of all of Egypt's history. The Climax of Egypt is their story, showing how
the glamour and gold was tainted by selfishness, ostentation, and the systematic exploitation of Egypt's people and enemies.
The son of a former slave, Pertinax was the Roman Emperor who proved that no matter how lowly your birth, you could rise to the very top
through hard work, grit and determination. Born in AD 126, he made a late career change from working as a grammar teacher to a position in
the army. As he moved up the ranks and further along the aristocratic cursus honorum, he took on many of the most important postings in the
Empire, from senior military roles in fractious Britain, the Marcomannic Wars on the Danube, to the Parthian Wars in the east. He held
governorships in key provinces, and later consulships in Rome itself. When Emperor Commodus was assassinated on New Year’s Eve AD
192/193, the Praetorian Guard alighted on Pertinax to become the new Emperor, expecting a pliable puppet who would favour them with
great wealth. But Pertinax was nothing of the sort and when he then attempted to reform the Guard, he was assassinated. His death triggered
the beginning of the ‘Year of the Five Emperors’ from which Septimius Severus, Pertinax’s former mentoree, became the ultimate victor and
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founder of the Severan Dynasty. This previously untold story brings a fascinating and important figure out of the shadows. A self made
everyman, a man of principle and ambition, a role model respected by his contemporaries who styled himself on his philosophizing
predecessor and sometime champion Marcus Aurelius, Pertinax’s remarkable story offers a unique and panoramic insight into the late 2nd
century AD Principate Empire.
The figure of Sejanus has fascinated from ancient to more modern times. Sejanus, the emperor Tiberius' infamous Praetorian Prefect, is
synonymous with overreaching ambition, murder, conspiracy and betrayal. According to the traditional storyline, this man craved the imperial
throne for himself and sought it by isolating the naive emperor in his island pleasure palace on Capri whilst using his control over the
Praetorian Guard, coupled with his immense power and influence in Rome, to purge the capital of potential opponents. His victims
supposedly included the emperor's son, Drusus, poisoned by his own wife who had been seduced by Sejanus. The emperor, forewarned of
Sejanus' ambition, struck first. The Prefect was arrested in the Senate, strangled and his corpse cast down the Gemonian Stairs. Study of
Sejanus has generally been overshadowed by focus on Tiberius. John McHugh makes a fresh appraisal of the sources to offer the first fulllength study in English to focus on this highly influential figure and his development of the Praetorian Prefecture.
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